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3 Core Constructivist Pedagogies for Online Training
a) Case-based
learning (CBL)

b) Problem-based
learning (PBL)

c) Inquiry-based learning
(IBL)
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iii. Guided inquiry
Learners are only given a question. The main goal
is to design the method of investigation and
then test the question itself. This type of
inquiry is not typically as structured as the
other forms. Ex. Trainer enquires about
solutions for selected problems in the business.
Students can decide their own method to solve
the problems using online resources with
guidance and approval of the trainer.
iv. Open inquiry
Learners must form their own questions, design
investigative methods, and then carry out the
inquiry itself. They must present their results at
the end of the process. Ex. The topic is covered
during an online session and trainees are
expected to investigate business challenges and
possible solutions when trying to apply the
concept.
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Developing Enhanced Pedagogies for 21st Century Virtual Learning by Applying
the 4C “Super Skills” through Bruner’s 5E Lens of Knowledge Construction
Table 1. Teaching the 4C’s super skills through Bruner’s E1: Engagement Lens

4C super skill

Examples of Engagement student activities

Critical thinking
& problemsolving

•
•
•
•
•

Tell how and why previous learning is relevant to the present topic.
Connect your thoughts to new learning
Agree or disagree over an issue and give reasons for own position.
Debate to defend your position about an issue in society
Use Internet resources to illustrate and communicate original ideas and stories

Communicating

•
•
•
•
•

Online discussion why previous knowledge is essential for current learning
Trainees & trainers actively/attentively listen to each other’s points of view
Ask questions on the topic
Illustrate and communicate your original ideas using digital technologies.
Trainees communicate information which helps fellow students to troubleshoot a
business challenge to increase their efficiency

•

Trainees are given a problem to plan and work as a team using ‘K-W-H-L chart’
○
K: what each one Knows
○
W: What each team member wants to know
○
H: How each member will find relevant data
○
L: what each team member will have Learnt
Working in teams of 3-5, search the Web for data on the day’s topic and discuss how they relate
Engage in learning activities with employees or students from other institutes/ countries

Collaborating
•
•

Creating &
innovating

•
•
•
•
•

Students engage in inquisitive activities (ex. how can a restaurant manage negative publicity?)
Respond to “what if” type of questions (ex. what if the Covid19 pandemic lasts for up to 4 years?)
Come up with an answer different to the one given
Students are asked to redesign a business product or service
Using digital video tools, students will compose a digital story about how a business grew and took
over a market due to a creative practice/ technology

Table 2. Teaching the 4C’s super skills through Bruner’s E2: Exploration Lens

4C super skill

Critical thinking and
problem solving

Communicating

Examples of Exploration student activities
•
•
•
•

Students critique a topic discussed to come up with other interpretations and findings
Attempt new research to discover new reactions results
Conduct Internet searches and use the data to explore a product life cycle
Go on a virtual excursion on YouTube (ex. watch the functions within a business-setup or a fieldstudy of a factory/ mall/ service-centre)

•
•
•
•

Talk about relationships among ideas, concepts and themes
Discuss misperceptions and correct misconceptions
Probe for deeper understanding of a new trend
Conduct a whole-class discussion or debate on a controversial topic (men/women have different
roles in the development of society?)
Students watch a video clip of a leader and discuss the message it conveys
Discuss the effective use of online resources in training

•
•

Collaborating

Creating and
innovating

•
•
•
•

Work in teams to study a new topic
Use given opportunity as a team to monitor and scaffold each other
Use the Internet to form peer learning networks and virtual learning communities with classmates
(using WhatsApp/ SnapChat/ Instagram).
Work as a team to complete a given project/ assignment.

•
•
•
•

Take time to reflect and come up with a new idea.
Come up with a different opinion about what has been covered previously.
Download useful resources from YouTube and use them to design something new
Create a curriculum-specific simulation that will encourage peers to practise critical thinking
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Table 3. Teaching the 4C’s super skills through Bruner’s E3: Explanation Lens

4C super skill

Critical thinking
and problem
solving

Communicating

Examples of Explanation student activities
•
•
•
•
•

Demonstrate how something works (role-play how to improve employee satisfaction)
Present a concept/ theory and explain to the class how it works
Discuss how past learning links to new knowledge
Look for trends, differences in data from online articles
Apply previous knowledge to resolve a current software problem

•
•
•
•

Explain to the teacher personal understanding of an idea, concept, or issue
Reinforce, support or challenge a view, fact or news collected from news-sites
Conduct an online interview and report the outcome to the class or topic
Describe the results of an online survey (do people buy products displayed on the top shelf of
supermarkets less?)
Explain the meaning of a plot in a recent movie. Relate it to the topic being discussed (leadership/
profit/ ethics)
Describe and illustrate a concept using a model

•
•

•

Collaborating

•
•
•

Creating and
innovating

•
•
•
•
•
•

Conduct a Round-Robin of Four-Ways-Interviews and then discuss among your team the ideas
generated by the interviews
In pairs, students chat with each other and probe each other’s contribution to develop a deeper and
fuller explanation and understanding of the given topic/ case-study
Students challenge each other’s contribution to the team (in an activity or assignment) by asking the
other members to explain further
Use the Think-Pair-Share Collaborative Strategy (or Think-Pair-Square cooperative learning
structure) to solve a given problem or explain a topic to your team-members
Link past events to new learning occurrences
Develop a hypothesis to be tested
Come up with a new theory about current business practices/ human psychology (ex. Moore’s Law)
Create a glossary of terms from the topic learnt and explain them to the class
Compose a narrative and explain it
Share a new app/ website/ logo design that can have applications in Bahrain context.

Table 4. Teaching the 4C’s super skills through Bruner’s E4: Elaboration Lens

4C super skill
Critical thinking
and problem
solving

Communicating

Collaborating

Examples of Elaboration student activities
•
•
•
•
•
•

Look for deeper meaning of concepts that students are introduced to
Search online for further points connected to or are relevant to what is being learnt
Challenge current understanding by reading the complex concepts from text book
Question students and correct misperceptions
Apply what is taught to solve new problems
Apply theory to real-life experiences in life (how has VAT affected daily life?)

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Talk more about a topic that has been discussed previously
Practise using formal language correctly
Discuss extension of a concept
Describe and demonstrate a process
Share own understanding of how a Xbox/ PlayStation game helps in learning
Create a presentation and share it with other students
Trainees record themselves presenting/ planning in a team and the video is played in class for a
group analysis.

•
•
•
•
•

Challenge peers in a team to share their views
Work in a team to broaden what is being learnt
Share understandings of what has been learnt
Work together to solve a problem.
Publish to all members of your virtual community a problem you have encountered when learning
and seek their assistance
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Creating and
innovating

•
•

Raise new issues for discussion
Apply skills learned within new contexts
Extend current learning to new areas
Apply knowledge learnt in one Key Learning Area (KLA) to several other KLAs
Design and complete a rich learning task
Trainees share a topic learnt in another unit with the trainer and discuss creative
applications/solutions to cater to both topics.
Plan contingency scenarios for businesses assuming various disasters and challenges.
Create a video documenting a community event in which the team participated and supported a
group (improving knowledge of school kids, supporting elderly etc.)

Table 5. Teaching the 4C’s super skills through Bruner’s E5: Evaluation Lens

4C super skill

Critical thinking
(and problem
solving)

Examples of Evaluation student activities
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Reflect on what they have learnt and discuss its value in real life
Complete a Plus, Minus, Interesting (PMI) model of a topic they have learnt
Debate a current controversial issue in the news online and try to solve it while considering the arguments
of both sides.
Link or show connections between current class work and solving problems in the industry.
Complete a Cost-Benefit Analysis of a business issue.
Complete a self-assessment exercise following the completion of a major task or project
Recognize bias in resources available on the internet.
Debate between trainees to highlight alternative views of thinking.
Conduct a team-presentation to criticize the business decisions made by top companies and suggest how
those problems could have been avoided.

Communicating

•
•
•
•

Demonstrate mastery of certain learning in an oral discussion.
Discuss the evaluation of a particular task
Evaluate digital resources for use in a named topic and discuss your findings with the class
Select a set of digital tools and justify their value in completing a task

Collaborating

•
•
•
•

Complete peer assessment for members in your team
Mentor each other in a team and provide feedback
Use the Kagan’s (1994) Jig-Saw structure to evaluate a story
Use collaborative electronic tools to evaluate the topic or unit completed

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Prepare an online report about trainees’ goals, challenges and plans to become an entrepreneur.
Complete a SWOT Analysis to reflect on how trainees’ see themselves
Prepare a new proposal for changes to a unit they are studying / completed.
Create a personal portfolio and assess each other’s’ portfolio
Complete open-ended assessment tasks with possible multiple answers.
Use digital tools to analyse data and to evaluate a theory learnt
Design a model of legal and ethical behaviours when producing/marketing/ transacting online.

Creating and
innovating
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